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can it definition meaning merriam webster Mar 29 2024 web mar 8 2024  
the meaning of can it is to stop talking to shut up how to use can it in
a sentence
word usage what s the meaning of can it will you english Feb 28 2024 web
jul 20 2018   can it is an expression telling someone to shut up or stop
what they are doing as others have already explained it s meaning is
based on putting something in a trash can 1 stop talking be quiet can it
i growled 2 stop doing something i told him to can it cause he was
getting to be annoying
can it idioms by the free dictionary Jan 27 2024 web can it idioms by
the free dictionary can it imperative stop talking or making noise be
quiet shut up would you can it already i m sick of hearing you complain
the professor told the class to can it before he began his lecture see
also can farlex dictionary of idioms 2022 farlex inc all rights reserved
can it shut up
can it wiktionary the free dictionary Dec 26 2023 web feb 2 2024   verb
edit can it third person singular simple present cans it present
participle canning it simple past and past participle canned it
idiomatic imperative to shut up to be quiet to quit doing something to
put an end to something can it you two i m trying to work
can it definition meaning yourdictionary Nov 25 2023 web can it
definition idiomatic imperative to silence to quit doing something to
put an end to something
where does the term can it come from r etymology reddit Oct 24 2023 web
nov 16 2022   the idiom can it originates with the actual process of
canning or preserving food which can also mean to stuff it away seal it
up preserve it for some other time trash can it take your thought
opinion and toss in in the refuse bin no one wants to hear it so it s
worth is equal to garbage can it as in flush it down the can
can your pc run it game requirements fps test technical Sep 23 2023 web
can you run it perform a fps test of your pc or laptop against a
specific game using our advanced system requirements checker and fps
calculator select the game can your pc run these popular games we have
minimum and recommended system requirements for 8069 pc games in our
database 3249 of them with actual fps data
can grammar cambridge dictionary Aug 22 2023 web from english grammar
today can forms affirmative form can comes first in the verb phrase
after the subject and before another verb we verb phrase can take the
train
can oxford learner s dictionaries Jul 21 2023 web definition of can 1
modal verb from the oxford advanced learner s dictionary can 1 modal
verb opal s kən strong form kæn verb forms idioms used to say that it is
possible for somebody something to do something or for something to
happen i can run fast can you call back tomorrow he couldn t answer the
question
modals can and can t learnenglish kids Jun 20 2023 web grammar and
vocabulary grammar practice modals can and can t do you want to practise
using the modals can and can t in english help modals can and can t we
can use can and can t to talk about abilities in the present i can swim
they can speak english he can t ride a bike how to use them
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